Concern/Like Logs:

Core Capabilities:

1. Frame replacement button, name changes from ok to something else.
2. Add patients method, using a spreadsheet?
3. Upload page returns to task page by finish button, this method needs to improve, make it more obvious.
4. Our client, Steve, likes the text notes at the beginning of each report.
5. It’s better to have a step indication for practitioners to complete a full report.
6. Steve likes that in report, the image can be zoomed in and out and rotated.
7. The zoom in and out button can be more obvious.
8. Steve likes the upload video component is drag and drop, which is very user friendly.
9. Steve likes that the add patient button is obvious.
10. Steve likes the normative value table can be shrunked and expanded according to different attributes.

New Requirement:

1. Admin portal, admin can manually ration video analysis count for practitioner.
2. Comparison of side by side frames and side by side videos.
3. Some way to communicate to the user that the analysis is done or give them a time estimation

Tutorial:

1. It will be good if there is a video tutorial teaching practitioners how to use the website.

User’s Manual, Test Cases, Acceptance Criteria

No concerns for now.

Record for CCD

Summary:
Overall the CCD performs well. At first our client Steve did not follow the user manual so he had a hard time logging in and adding new patients. But after we mentioned that
there are testing accounts provided for him in the manual, he started to use our website fluently.
During his usage, I quickly wrote down a lot of points he talked about, including his suggestion, likes, and concerns.
In the end, he said he is satisfied with our progress so far and appreciated our hard work.

Suggestions and positive feedbacks:
The details of them can be found above in the section of Concern/Likes logs.

New risks
1. Our client hasn’t tried the swap frames capability on the CCD because the frames table of DynamoDB went wrong before the CCD. The mitigation plan is to fix the database and let our client try one more time in the second CCD.
2. Our client hasn’t tried the access control capability on the CCD because we haven’t finished this part. The mitigation plan is to finish this capability and invite our client to another core capability drive through.

Reprioritize Requirement that’s not done
1. Access control for practitioner and patient view.
2. Admin portal.
3. Three-step indication for report
4. Side by side view.
5. Time estimation for report completion.